HARVESTING TECHNIQUE: LET THE WORMS DO THE SORTING.

1. Pull vermicompost and worms to one side of the box.

2. Add new bedding to vacant side.


4. Black plastic this side only. Remove vermicompost in 2-3 months and replace with new bedding.
Harvesting Techniques:
Dump and Hand Sort

1. Worms and Vermicompost
   Plastic Sheet
   6'
   Approx.

2. Make cone-shaped piles.
   Bright Light
   Each pile contains worms and vermicompost.

3. Worms go to bottom of each pile to avoid light.
   Remove top and sides.
AFTER REMOVING VERMICOMPOST, YOU WILL FIND MASSES OF WORMS AT THE BOTTOM OF EACH PILE.

PLACE "PURE WORMS" IN A CONTAINER AND WEIGH THEM.

SAVE VERMICOMPOST FOR GARDEN AND HOUSE PLANTS.

ADD WORMS TO BOX WITH NEW BEDDING.